The model of Urban Space lays at the intersection of different city environments. This is industrial loft style restaurant where you can not only eat, but also socialise, discuss the ideas, find link-minded people, take part in the different workshops, read books, buy stuff in a shop opened there or organise your own activity on the stage (i.e. speech, presentation, concert or movie screening). That’s why there is a diversify of the guests landing. There is small stage area with tables, chairs and soft ottomans (can be combined), sofa area with armchairs, a shop zone with dozens represented ukrainian brands and first floor with a glass wall overlooking the kitchen. The main element of the interior - painted color wall. This is a special place for creative and urban people, for those who think city must be comfortable for living: green, eco-oriented, correlated with the community interests.

In autumn 2015 Urban Space Radio has been launched in the Urban Space 100 restaurant.

The main goal of this transparent media channel is to increase the level of community involvement in the development of ukrainian cities.

Transparency and publicity of the Radio is institutional and physical, because of its glass soundproof cube studio located in a public space. This studio is unique by construction and the only one in Ukraine.

There is 24/7h on-line modern and high-quality only Ukrainian music & interesting informational programs about current issues of cities, ways for their solution, urban space design, city infrastructure, information technologies, energy efficiency, education, contemporary art, development of sport, etc.